W
elcome to volume 8 of IEEE Internet Computing. This year, we plan to run theme issues on business processes on the Web, internationalizing the Web, data dissemination, device nets, measuring network performance, and homeland security. We will also be featuring two ongoing "tracks": Agents, edited by Mike Huhns, and Middleware, edited by Doug Lea and Steve Vinoski. We welcome two new columnists who will appear in alternating issues:
• Prof. Craig Thompson, Acxiom Database Chair in Engineering at the University of Arkansas and one of the Corba object architecture's authors, premiers Architectural Perspectives in the current issue (see p. 83). The column will provide a platform for Thompson's ruminations on the future of the Internet and pervasive technology.
• Genevieve Bell, an anthropologist at Intel working on bringing the human component into discussions about technology, will introduce Field Notes in the March/April issue. Bell's column will focus on the intersections of cultural practices and emerging technologies.
Potential IC authors are reminded that we appreciate general research paper submissions as well as manuscripts tailored to the themes, tracks, Spotlight department (tutorials and surveys), and Peer to Peer (opinion) column. Please consult www.computer.org/internet/author.htm for submission guidelines. The rovers are part of a very distributed computing system. Panoramic camera images radioed to scientists on Earth present possible exploration targets. Commands sent back direct the rovers to move to particular sites and use their instruments (panoramic camera, miniature thermal-emission spectrometer, Mössbauer spectrometer, alpha particle X-ray spectrometer, magnets, microscopic imager, and rock-abrasion tool) to gather data. It takes on the order of 20 minutes for a round-trip message from the rovers to Earth, so the rovers are robots. They drive up to 40 meters a day. The planned duration of each rover's activity is three months, but the mission will continue until they both stop working. (The expected cause of failure is dust accumulation on the solar panels, depriving the rovers of the energy they need to make it through the night. And no, putting windshield wipers on the solar panels wouldn't make things better.)
Mars Exploration Rovers
Back on earth, a small army of about 250 scientists and engineers conducts ground operations. Most of these people are at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, but others are scattered throughout the world. Ground operations works around the clock, analyzing the collected data, determining activities for the next day, and carefully composing the command sequences to realize these goals.
The Collaborative Information Portal
I've had a small part in helping to develop the Mars Exploration Rover/Collaborative Information Portal (MER/CIP) system for facilitating MER ground operations. 1 MER/CIP provides a centralized delivery platform for integrated science and engineering data, including scheduling and schedule reminders, clocks, collaboration, broadcast Lessons from System Development announcements, and tracking data downloads from the scientific tools. (One motivation for building MER/CIP is that the solar-powered rovers require that the mission run on Mars time. A Mars day is roughly 24 hours and 39 minutes long. In a shocking oversight, all current calendar tools seem to be limited to 24 hour days.) MER/CIP is a three-tier system. It integrates a Java-language, multiplatform graphical user interface (GUI) fat client; middleware based on Enterprise Java Beans (EJB), XML/SOAP Web services, and Java messaging (JMS); and a back end that incorporates relational databases, relational metadatabases about a file system, search mechanism for locating interesting artifacts in that file system, and LDAP directories for user authentication and privileges. As you can see, we're up-to-date and acronym-compliant. MER/CIP is more than 130 thousand lines of Java, and it took about 25 person-years to develop. Judging from the rehearsals, the system's prospective users seem pleased with its features and performance. MER/CIP has progressed from being a mission frill to a critical tool.
Obvious Lessons
MER/CIP is a custom-developed tool for a single customer. It was developed in the face of hard deadlines: rockets left when they did because Mars is at its closest in almost 60,000 years. The rovers will land in January, and the ground systems have to be ready. Postponing the software release to fix bugs is not an option. (Fixing bugs introduces bugs. A couple of months before landing, the operational attitude shifts from "fixing bugs" to "learning to avoid problems.") This system's development has viscerally emphasized for me several things that are, of course, obvious.
• It might be clear what a software system has to do, but it can still take a lot of energy to make it happen. MER/CIP required only a little in the way of novel algorithm development. It did not demand solving any unsolved computer science problems (that is, "here's where the artificial intelligence goes"). There weren't really any major surprises in system creation. Nevertheless, it took about a dozen programmers about two years to build the system. • System development is less and less about coding than about using things and gluing them together. Knuth has observed that literate programming today is literally thumbing through 10 manuals as you code. This is a stark contrast to my Create a flexible enough architecture to allow for this. In building individual components, look for ways to make them data-defined rather than code-defined. For example, the MER/CIP code that searches the file system structure for interesting new files profited by making richer descriptions of "interesting" in the configuration data. (In general, move as much as you can out of code and into configuration.) • Building a novel system means that customers will not be able to elucidate at the start what they want; only by using the system will they be able to tell you what you should have done.
• No matter how many design meetings you had with your future end users, they will use your product differently than you had anticipated, and they will make assumptions you never expected -or even that you explicitly denied.
• System development would be easy were it not for optimization. Much evil and many faults arise not from trying to perform the desired task, but from trying to perform it more efficiently. • System development would be easy were it not for dealing with failure. This is particularly true of distributed systems where, as Leslie Lamport has observed, the failure of a component that you didn't know existed can cause your system to fail. In real systems, things don't work as planned or promised. You must be prepared for that possibility.
There were also several non-obvious lessons from the development experience, but for those, you'll have to wait for the publication of the research papers.
True Lies
Somewhat counterintuitively, some obvious things have not worked out to be true in practice.
• You don't need extended evolution to create a usable user interface. Perhaps in credit to the user-interface developers, the overall structure of the MER/CIP interface and its implementation details converged fairly quickly to a workable (though not perfect) organization.
(Of course, it might help that the users are rocket scientists).
• It is possible to create systems using a far more bottom-up process than perhaps expected. The use of protocols and interfaces allows more independent component development than classical software-engineering theory would recommend. The software development proceeded smoothly -even through changes such as going from browser-based applets to fat clients (applets take too long to load and don't give enough control over the interface) and from Java RMI to Web services (system administration hav-
ing decided that open sessions are insecure).
• You don't need an elaborate, formal modeling activity before coding. (I'm not sure this one quite fits into "obvious but not true," since I never believe it anyway.) Early modeling would have turned into archived lies.
So not everything they teach you in school -even with modern softwareengineering training -turns out to be the case.
Landing
MER-A (Spirit) lands in the Gusev Crater on 3 January 2004 at about 12:35 GMT. MER-B (Opportunity) lands in the Meridiani Planum on 24 January at about 13:05 GMT. In a future column, I'll report on how the mission went, and how the portal software held up in real use.
